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A BOX SET FROM THE EXPLOSIVE BESTSELLING SERIES! LOSE YOURSELF IN THIS
INTENSELY HOT SERIES! HIGH & HIGHER Welcome to The Indigo lounge, the scandalously sexy
sky-high playground where anything can happen... Flirty, dirty and utterly delicious, HIGH is the perfect next
read for lovers of the internationally renowned EL James' Fifty Shades and Sylvia Day's Crossfire series.
Zachary Savage is a man accustomed to getting whatever and whoever he wants. He's buried his demons and
risen from the ashes to become the playboy owner of the internationally renowned Indigo Lounge, a fleet of
ultra-exclusive sky-high pleasure palaces. He has everything he wants, until he sets eyes on Bethany Green.
One look is all it takes ~ she has to be his. Bethany Green has endured the worst year of her life; bad luck and
heartbreak at every turn. Karma swings wildly in her favour when a money-can't-buy golden ticket lands in
her lap - an invitation to experience the scandalously sexy Indigo Lounge for herself. Green by name and
green by nature, is she brave enough to accept the hottest ticket in town? One glimpse of Zachary Savage is
enough to convince her that she isn't cosmopolitan enough to play in his glamorous, sinfully sexy world. But
they're already in the air, and reality is a long way behind them. The only way is up. The Indigo Lounge. Step
aboard and check your inhibitions at the door. HIGHER is the sizzling conclusion to Zach & Bethany’s love
story which began in book one, HIGH. When Bethany finds herself back on board the Indigo Lounge, this
time for work purposes, she knows her life is about to once again slide into free fall. Zachary Savage has
branded himself onto her senses, and despite her attempts to protect her heart she’s pulled right back into his
sizzlingly intense orbit of sex, more sex and dark secrets. But even out of this world sex won't save Beth's
heart when Zach is finally ready to reveal the truth… HIGHER. The only way is up, and this time they're
going all the way. HIGHER is the perfect read for lovers of the internationally renowned EL James' Fifty
Shades & Sylvia Day's Crossfire series. SPIRAL & SOAR Sinfully sexy venture capitalist, Noah King - a man
with a haunted past and dark cravings - is a short fuse away from being consumed by his needs. When his
desires propel him to the Indigo Lounge, there’s only one course of action - unleash his innermost hunger or

lose his mind. Leia Michaels has spent the last five years trying to find her way out of a shattered labyrinth of
pain and tragedy. In a daring move, she takes a chance on a sizzling adventure aboard the Indigo Lounge.
Within seconds of meeting on the luxury, decadent adults-only jet, they realize they're better off apart...but
their chemistry defies logic and their needs have gone far too long unanswered. Seven Nights. Seven Highs.
He will strip away her inhibitions and show her that edgy existence between pleasure and pain. Will she
survive his dark secrets and risk revealing her own, or will her world spiral out of control? Seven Nights,
Seven Highs…the story continues! Noah King thought he'd left his past behind in New York. He should have
known better. The past isn't not done with him yet.
Leia Michaels thought she was finally free. Free of the shadows of her past. Free to contemplate a future with
Noah. She should have known better. The past isn't done with her either. Perfect for lovers of Sylvia Day's
Crossfire series, SOAR is the conclusion to the scorching duet in the bestselling Indigo Lounge series. Step
back aboard and check your inhibitions at the door.

